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From July 2014 it will be legally possible to 
establish PEIFs in Turkey

Turkish Private Equity Investment 
Funds in a nutshell

PEIFs have been introduced into Turkish 
law by the Capital Markets Board (“CMB”) 
Communiqué “Principles Regarding 
Private Equity Investment Funds” (“PEIF 
Communiqué”), which was published in 
the Official Gazette dated 2 January 2014 
(No. 28870). This Communiqué aims to 
provide the regulatory framework for the 
establishment and operation of Turkish 
PEIFs, the sale of Turkish PEIF Units to 
Qualified Investors (QIs), and related 
transparency and reporting requirements for 
Turkish PEIFs. The Communiqué becomes 
effective on 1 July 2014. Thus, from July 
2014 it will be legally possible to establish 
PEIFs in Turkey.

Turkish Private Equity Investment Funds 
(PEIFs) are lightly regulated investment 
vehicles formed by PMCs or PEPMCs (also 
known as sponsors, principals or Founders), 
seeking to raise capital from investors to 
make private equity investments in Turkish 
companies in variety. Turkish PEIFs are 
regulated and supervised by the CMB. 
Turkish PEIFs may act us various purposes 
and strategies, such as: venture capital 
funds that invest in early and development 
stage companies, growth equity funds 
that invest in later-stage or pre-IPO 
companies, buyout funds that acquire 
controlling interests in companies with an 
eye toward later selling those companies 
or taking them public, or distressed funds 
that invest in debt securities of financially 
distressed companies at a large discount. 

Moreover, Turkish PEIFs may be formed 
to invest in specific industry sectors (such 
as technology, energy, healthcare, trade 
or manufacturing). Turkish PEIFs are 
restricted from making any public offering, 
as their units can only be sold to QIs. 
QIs make a commitment to invest a set 
amount of capital, entrusting the founder 
to source, acquire, manage and divest the 
fund’s investments. The key economic 
incentives for founders of Turkish PEIFs are 
management fees and performance fees 
which are based on profits of the PEIF and 
are commonly known as carried interest. 
The key economic incentive for QIs is the 
opportunity to earn a high rate of return 
on their invested capital through access 
to a portfolio of investments sourced and 
managed by an expert investment team. 

The Communiqué introduces a lightly 
regulated and flexible regulatory model, 
inspired by international market standards 
and customary practices for PEIFs. Some of 
the rules set forth by the Communiqué seem 
to have been inspired by the Alternative 
Investment Fund Managers Directive 
(AIFMD). For example, parallel to the 
AIFMD, the Communiqué sets out detailed 
custodianship, transparency and reporting 
requirements for sponsors and/or managers. 
Additionally, the new Communiqué on 
Portfolio Management Companies1, which 
introduced the Private Equity Portfolio 
Management Companies (“PEPMC”) 
concept to Turkish law for the first time, was 
similarly derived from the AIFMD.

1 The CMB Communiqué Principles regarding 
Portfolio Management Companies and Activities 
of Portfolio Management Companies, published in 
the Official Gazette dated 2 July 2013 (No. 28965).
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The key characteristic features of PEIFs6 
can be summarized as below: 
•	 PEIF	Units	can	only	be	sold	to	QIs;

•	 PEIFs	can	only	be	established	and	
managed by Turkish PMCs or PEPMCs-
which require a license issued by the 
CMB;

•	 The	Founder7 (founding Turkish PMC 
or PEPMC) may manage the fund, or 
alternatively, a third party Turkish 
PMC or PEPMC can be assigned as the 
manager;

•	 Unlike	Private	Equity	Investment	
Companies (PEICs), PEIFs do not 
have legal personality but rather they 
are asset pools contractually created 
through	the	Prospectus	(and	IA);

•	 PEIFs	have	defined	terms	and	they	are	
liquidated	at	the	end	of	their	terms;

•	 PEIFs	cannot	engage	in	any	activity	
other than Private Equity Investments 
(investments in qualifying Turkish 
target companies that have potential 
for growth and require resources) and 
Other	Allowed	Investments;	

•	 At	least	80%	of	the	Total	Value	of	the	
PEIF should be composed of Private 
Equity	Investments;

•	 Assets	of	PEIFs	should	be	kept	by	an	
independent	portfolio	custodian;

•	 Assets	of	PEIFs	must	remain	separate	
from the assets of the Founder 
(Principal), the Custodian, and the 
Portfolio	Manager;

•	 PEIFs	are	regulated	and	supervised	by	
the	CMB;

•	 PEIFs	are	fully	exempt	from	taxation;	
and

•	 Investors	in	PEIFs	enjoy	tax	exemptions	
and subsidies8.

I. Turkish PEIFs
Turkish PEIFs are defined as assets 
without any legal personality, established 
with a Prospectus2 (and an Investment 
Agreement-IA) and managed by Portfolio 
Management Companies (PMC) or PEPMCs 
holding operating license issued by the 
CMB, for a definite period of time, for the 
purpose of making investments mainly in 
Turkish Private Equity Investments (and 
to a limited extend in Other Allowable 
Investments), on behalf of QIs on the basis 
of fiduciary ownership.

Under this framework, Turkish PEIFs are 
similar to English Law PEIFs, which are 
established as Limited Partnerships. A 
founding PMC’s or PEPMC’s role is similar 
to that of a General Partner (principal) and 
unless the management is outsourced to 
another PMC or PEPMC, the founding PMC 
or PEPMC also acts as the manager. QIs are 
similar to limited partners. The Prospectus, 
IA3 and the Issuance Certificate (IC)4 
governing the partnership relationship are 
akin to the Limited Partnership Agreement 
governing the English Limited Partnership 
form of a PEIF (or an LLC agreement when 
the PEIF is formed as an LLC), and the Key 
Investor Information Document (KIID)5 
is a marketing material similar to Private 
Placement Memorandums.
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This document provides an overview 
of Turkish PEIF formation. It covers the 
structure, economics, management, 
custody, fundraising, fund closings and 
term, reporting requirements and certain 
Turkish regulatory matters, and principal 
documents involved in forming a Turkish 
PEIF. It also explains the tax treatment of 
Turkish PEIFs and their investors.

2 Prospectus is an adhesion a contract by and between 
the founder of the PEIF, its custodian, its portfolio 
manager and QIs, descrcibing general transaction 
terms about the custody of the fund’s assets and, the 
management of the fund’s portfolio pursuant to the 
principles of fiduciary ownership.

3 An Investment Agreement is an agreement made 
between the fund and QIs in respect of payment 
principles for capital commitments. Payment plan, 
measures to be taken in the event of a breach of 
commitments, as well as lower and upper limits 
of capital commitments shall be included in this 
agreement and such total may be requested by the 
founder within notice periods to be determined by 
the board of

4 Issuance Certificate is a form requiring CMB 
approval prior to issuance and which shows the 
characteristics of the fund and the terms of sale of 
the participation units. Directors of the principal in 
the contract.

5 Key Investor Information Document is documentation 
which summarizes the structure, investment 
strategy and risk concerning the PEIF. The Founder 
maintains the form accurately, updated promptly 
and consistent with the Prospectus and the IC. 
Preparation of an KIID is optional.

6 For the remainder of this document, unless the 
context requires otherwise, PEIFs refer to Turkish 
PEIFs established in Turkey in line with the CMB 
PEIF Communiqué.

7 The Founder represents, manages or supervises 
management of the PEIF in a manner that it 
protects rights of participation unit owners (QIs) in 
accordance with the provisions of the Prospectus 
and the IC. The Founder is entitled to dispose 
of assets owned by the PEIF on its behalf and on 
account for the PEIF pursuant to the legislation 
and the Prospectus, and exercise rights arising 
therefrom. Using outsourced services, including 
portfolio management services, during the 
performance of fund activities, does not relieve the 
Founder from responsibilities.

8	 Please	refer	to	Section	XVII	and	XVIII	of	this	note.

•	 Sale	to	QIs	only

•	Established	and	managed	by	Turkish	PMCs	or	PEPMCs	licensed	by	the	CMB

•	No	legal	personality

•	Exclusively	invest	in	Private	Equity	Investments	(qualifying	Turkish	target	companies	
that have potential for growth and require resources) and Other Allowable 
Investments

•	Assets	maintained	by	an	independent	custodian

•	Fully	exempt	from	taxation

•	 Investors	enjoy	several	tax	advantages
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PEIFs can only be 
established by Turkish 
PMCs or PEPMCs

II. Establishment of 
a PEIF
PEIFs can only be established by Turkish 
PMCs or PEPMCs, which hold a license 
issued by the CMB.

The Founding PMC or PEPMC (Founder) 
must make an application to the CMB by 
submitting a draft prospectus, standard 
form and other required documents. In 
order to receive permission to establish a 
PEIF, the Prospectus must be approved by 
the CMB and a custodianship agreement 
should be signed by the Founder 
and with a custodian. The CMB shall 
determine whether to grant permission 
for establishment within a period of 
two months following application. After 
receiving CMB permission, the founder 
must register the approved Prospectus with 
the Trade Registry Office and publish in the 
Trade Registry Gazette within six days.

PEIFs cannot be organized under an 
umbrella fund structure. There is, however, 
no prohibition to create a parallel PEIF or 
fund of funds.

a) Title, type and term of the Fund

b) Names and addresses of the Founder, manager and custodian

c)	 General	fund	principles;	principles	regarding	assets	to	be	invested	
and portfolio management, procedures and principles regarding 
trading participation shares, principles regarding portfolio valuation, 
principles regarding expenses derived from assets of the fund, 
principles regarding the transfer of the difference between income 
and expense of the fund to the unit holders, principles regarding 
disclosure period of unit price, conditions of participation in the 
fund and exit from the fund

d)  Liquidation of the Fund

e) Policies regarding dividend distribution and performance fees

f) If applicable, information on privileged units

Minimum Content of the 
Prospectus
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The manager is expected to bear the cost 
of its own ordinary administrative and 
overhead expenses incurred in managing 
the fund. These costs typically include the 
costs and expenses associated with running 
the business of the manager, as opposed 
to specific expenses directly related to the 
operation of the fund and its investments, 
such as employee compensation and 
benefits, rent and general overhead.

There is no prohibition on the Founder and/
or the manager charging the PEIFs, and 
therefore its investors, for organizational 
expenses for the costs of establishing the 
PEIF (e.g., out-of-pocket expenses incurred 
by the Founder in forming the PEIF fund, 
such as legal, accounting, filing and other 
organizational expenses). Organizational 
expenses are borne by the PEIF’s investors 
out of their capital commitments, and it is 
possible to cap such expenses in the IC.

In addition to organizational expenses, 
the PEIF may bear all other costs and 
expenses relating to its operations, such 
as fees, costs and expenses relating to 
purchasing, holding and disposing of the 
fund’s investments, third-party service 
providers to the fund (such as the expenses 
of the custodian, lawyers, accountants and 
auditors), reports to investors, insurance, 
indemnity and litigation expenses, taxes 
and any other governmental fees or charges 
levied against the PEIF. As with the fund’s 
organizational expenses, the operating 
expenses of the fund are borne by the fund’s 
investors out of their capital commitments.

Representation of PEIF

PEIFs are represented by the Board of 
Directors of their Founder, in the execution 
of all activities, including all contracts, 
participation in the management of 
qualifying targets and exercising voting 
rights in the general assembly meetings 
of such targets. This authority can 
be delegated to one or several of the 
board members. Certain specialized 
and relatively important duties and 
matters, however, may not be delegated, 
such as fund establishment, issuance of 
Units, liquidation, increasing portfolio 
management fees and other transactions 
which may potentially impact on 
investment decisions of the QIs.

Required Qualifications

Where the Founder is a PMC (but not 
a PEPMC), at least one of the board 
members of the Founder (inter alia, the 
PMC Board of Directors) should have 
five years of experience in private equity 
investments. An Investment Committee 
comprising at least three persons, one 
being such qualified Board member of the 
Founder, one being the general manager 
of the Founder and one being a University 
graduate on the staff with at least five years 
of experience in private equity investments, 
should be created. If the manager is not the 
Founder itself, such organization should be 
created at the level of the managing PMC 
and/or PEPMC.

III. Management of 
a PEIF
PEIFs are managed either by the Founder 
(Founding PMC or PEPMC) or other PMCs 
or PEPMCs pursuant to a signed portfolio 
management contract. 

Management Role

Management can be performed by several 
PMCs and/or PEPMCs. The manager(s) 
should manage assets of the PEIF for the 
benefit of and in line with the interests 
of the QIs, the rules set forth in the CMB 
Communiqué on Portfolio Management, 
and the principles set forth in the Capital 
Market Law, the Communiqué, the 
Prospectus and the IC. 

Management Fee and Expenses
The manager(s) can charge management 
fees to the PEIF, capped at the amount 
(rate) determined in the IC. There is no 
regulatory cap. Management fees may be 
charged to the PEIF at periods determined 
in the Prospectus and the IC (e.g., on a 
quarterly or semi-annual basis). Amounts 
contributed towards management fees 
may or may not reduce an investor’s 
unfunded commitment, depending on the 
methodology determined in the Prospectus 
and the IC. It is also possible to arrange the 
management fee amount in such a manner 
that after the end of the Investment Period 
the management fee is reduced, e.g., to 
to a percentage of actual invested capital, 
calculated at the beginning of each fee 
period, or a reduced percentage of overall 
original committed capital. In addition, 
there is no regulatory prohibition against 
the Prospectus and the IC containing 
an offset mechanism (a management fee 
offset)	requiring	an	adjustment	to	the	fund	
management fee against a percentage of 
management services, transaction and 
other fees received by the sponsor and its 
affiliates from the PEIF’s Private Equity 
Investments.

Moreover, if the Prospectus and the IC 
provides so, a Performance Fee (carried 
interest, or carry) may be charged at the 
end of each end of accounting period 
or on redemption dates, but exclusively 
on (I) dividend and/or interest receipts 
from Private Equity Investments, or (ii) 
capital gains upon exit from Private Equity 
Investments.
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PEIFs can only be managed by Turkish 
PMCs or PEPMCs
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IV. Terms
The terms of the PEIF should be 
determined in the IC. There are no 
regulatory restrictions regarding the 
term of a PEIF, distribution waterfall, 
Final Closing date, Investment Period, 
Divestment Period, Follow-on Investments, 
Early Termination Events, exclusivity 
terms (preventing the sponsor from 
forming competing PEIFs with the same 
investment	objective	as	the	PEIF	until	
the end of the PEIF’s investment period, 
or until such time as all or substantially 
all of the PEIF’s commitments have been 
deployed or reserved for deployment), and 
provisions governing affiliated transactions 
between the Founder and/or the manager 
or their affiliates, and the PEIF or its 
portfolio investments, and the Investment 
Committee.

V. Participation 
Units
a. Participation Units
Participation Units (or Units) are 
dematerialized capital market instruments, 
held by the QIs representing their 
ownership in PEIFs. In this context, 
PEIFs are asset pools created with the 
cash (or shares of Private Equity (target) 
companies) collected from QIs in exchange 
for Units. Units do not have nominal 
values. The value of a Unit is determined 
by dividing the net asset value of the PEIF 
by the total number of Units. The value of 
Units must be calculated, in principle, at 
least once a year and QIs must be notified 
accordingly.

b. Privileged Participation 
Units
As long as it is explicitly permitted in the 
Prospectus, IC and IA, PEIFs may also 
issue privileged units, which vest rights 
in respect of (a) fund management and 
(b) distribution of dividends. Thus, a 
Performance Fee (based on (i) dividend 
and/or interest receipts from Private Equity 
Investments or (ii) capital gains upon 
exit from Private Equity Investments) can 
be paid by the PEIF as dividends to the 
privileged unit-holding Founder and/or 
the manager. Privileged unit-holders may 
form part of the manager’s investment 
committee. Additionally, it is possible to 
require the consent of privileged unit-
holders for the selection of Private Equity 
Investments in which the PEIF shall 
invest, the selection of managers and the 
determination of the exit strategy. 
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information and documents provided to 
the CMB are considered incomplete or 
additional information and documents 
are required by the CMB, the Founder is 
notified within 10 days from the date of 
application. Requested information and 
documents must be submitted within 
the time period deemed appropriate by 
the CMB. Where the IC is not approved 
as a result of the review, the applicant is 
notified of the reasons for disapproval are 
notified to the applicant.

Unless it is the first PEIF of a Founder, PEIF 
establishment and IC approval applications 
are submitted together and the CMB 
reviews such applications at once. Where a 
Founder is a first-time applicant, however, 
applications for PEIF establishment and IC 
approval must be submitted separately. 

c. Issuance of Participation 
Units
In order to raise funding from QIs, the IC 
must be approved by the CMB. Fundraising 
in the absence of an approved IC would 
cause legal liability.

In order to initiate the issuance process, 
the Founding PMC or PEPMC (Founder) 
needs to make an application to the CMB 
by submitting the IC, a standard form and 
other required documents. 

The IC application to the CMB should be 
made within 6 months from the registration 
of the Prospectus. Thus, within this 6 
months period, technical infrastructure, 
accounting and reporting systems should 
be prepared by the Founder. This 6-month 
period may be extended by the CMB in 
circumstances where reasonable grounds 
are satisfied.

Normally we expect this to take less time, as 
the Founder should have such infrastructure 
setup already completed. Moreover, for 
subsequent Funds of particular Founder 
even less time should be required.

The CMB reviews the application and 
approves the IC within 20 business days. 
The CMB may require additional documents 
during the assessment period. Where the 

IC must be approved 
by the CMB

a) Title, type and term of the Fund
b) Names and addresses of the Founder, manager and custodian
c) Information on managers and board members of the Founder
d) Investment strategy, purpose, investment restrictions and risk principles
e) Capital commitment amount
f) Information on services received from third parties
g) Procedure and principles regarding sale of units
h) Principles on the management and custody of the portfolio
i) Principles on the valuation of the portfolio
j)	 Principles	regarding	disclosure	period	of	unit	fund	price	
k) Principles on expenses to be paid out of fund assets
l) Principles on the transfer of dividends to investors
m)  Conditions for investment in the fund and exit from the fund
n) Liquidation of the fund
o) Information regarding how and where investors may find the prospectus and 

financial statements
p) Auditor of the fund
q) Principles on dividend distribution and performance fee 
r) Total expense ratio of the fund

Minimum Content of IC
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d. Marketing and Sale of 
Participation Units
Upon CMB approval of the IC, Units can 
be sold to QIs through the distribution 
channels during the sale period announced 
in the IC, pursuant to principles therein 
as well as the Prospectus and the KIID 
(if any). QIs typically like to see that the 
Founder has “skin in the game” and is 
making its own commitment to the fund. A 
Founder	can	invest	up	to	20%	of	the	Units	
(including privileged units) for its own 
portfolio. A substantial commitment by a 
sponsor (and preferably its key executives 
that meet the QI eligibility criteria) is an 
attractive marketing element because 
QIs believe it better aligns the interests 
of the Founder with those of the QIs, 
since Founders which make significant 
commitments share in losses as well as 
profits. Investors believe this mitigates the 
incentives for Founders, which receive a 
disproportionate share of profits, to take 
excessive risks.

Units may be sold to QIs either in exchange 
for cash, or in exchange for shares of 
a qualifying Turkish target companies 
provided that this is explicitly permitted in 
the Prospectus. A valuation of those shares 
in qualifying Turkish target companies shall 
be	made	by	Valuation	Companies	approved	
by the CMB.

Marketing and distribution of Units of 
PEIFs can be done either by the Founder 
or authorized PMCs contracted by the 
Founder. The Founder and/or the PMCs 
contracted by the Founder, must seek the 
appropriate documentation verifying the 
eligibility of the investors for QI status 
and must maintain such documentation 
for at least five years. Mutual liability will 
be shared by the parties in the event of a 
breach.

Public marketing of the Units is prohibited, 
including the general solicitation of 
investors or general advertising of the PEIF 
(i.e., advertisements, articles, notices or 
other communication published in any 
newspaper, magazine or similar media 
or broadcast over television or radio). 
Marketing should be targeted towards 
potential QIs. However meetings made 
before the establishment of a PEIF for the 
purpose of identifying potential QIs are not 
considered public marketing. 

e. Redemption of 
Participation Units
QIs exit from the PEIF by means of 
returning the Units to the Founder 
(redemption), pursuant to the principles 
established in the IC. In the event of 
redemption, redeeming QIs should be paid 
in cash. The Founder may defer redemption 
for up to a year and limit it to the extent 
the Prospectus grants the Founder such a 
right, on the grounds of lack of liquidity 
and/or if divestment of the Private 
Equity Investments can be documented 
to be economically unfeasible for the QIs. 
Moreover, as long as it is explicitly provided 
for within the IC and the Prospectus, it is 
possible to restrict the redemption at the 
termination of the PEIF. 

Under the terms specified in the IC and 
Prospectus, commission may be charged 
both on the sale of Units to QIs and 
the redemption of Units by QIs. Such a 
commission charge (if any) would be 
treated as income to the PEIF. However, 
no commission charge is allowed for 
the entrance to or exit from other PEIFs 
in cases where such other PEIFs are 
managed or established by the Founder, 
manager or other persons who are related 
to same.

f. Transfer of Participation 
Units among QIs
Units may only be transferred among 
persons who meet QI criteria, and which 
are	subject	to	the	approval	of	the	Founder.	
Appropriate documentation to support 
such qualification criteria should be 
presented to the Founder.

a) Information on the fund 

b) Short description of the 
investment policies and 
purposes, and portfolio 
distribution

c) Information on past 
performance, if available

d) Fund management fee, 
commissions, other expenses 
and total expense ratio,

e) Risk and return profile of 
the fund which includes 
explanations and warnings 
regarding the risks that the 
fund is exposed to

f) Principles of sale and purchase 
of units and principles 
regarding disclosure period of 
unit price

g) Information on how and 
where investors may find 
the prospectus, issuance 
document, financial reports 
and other issues

h) Principles on dividend 
distribution and performance 
fees

Minimum Content of KIID
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Units can only be sold to QIs and up to 20% 
of the Units can be invested by the Founder
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VI. Commitments 
of QIs
Turkish PEIFs are structured – in 
principle – as closed-end investment 
vehicles. Turkish PEIFs are permitted 
to raise capital commitments during 
the Fund Raising Period which must be 
determined in the IC. After the Initial 
Closing, the PEIF may accept additional 
commitments by amending its IC to 
increase the total commitment amount 
stated in the IC.

During the Fund Raising Period, the 
Founder seeks QIs to make capital 
commitments to the PEIF. The 
commitments are not required to be paid 
all at once, but can be paid in separate 
capital contributions which the Founder 
designates by making “capital calls” on 
an as-needed basis during the Investment 
Period as determined in the IC. 

There is, however, a minimum limit 
on capital commitments for the 
Initial Closing. Accordingly, capital 
commitments should total at least TRY 

five Million. The capital call should be 
made by the Board of the Founder and 
commitments should be paid by the QIs 
to the PEIF at the periods determined in 
the IA9. However, the minimum capital 
commitment of TRY five million should 
be paid within one year following the 
date of the commencement of the sale 
of Units to QIs. The capital totalling TRY 
five million paid by the QIs should be 
invested in Private Equity Investments 
and Other Allowed Investments within 
the period specified in the IC, and in any 
case, no later than within one year.

Capital must be invested during the 
Investment Period to pay fees and 
expenses over the life of the fund. QIs 
commit to invest an agreed amount in 
the fund (the QI’s capital commitment). 
The Founder’s ability to call for capital 
contributions from QIs is limited at 
any time to the extent of each QI’s 
unfunded commitments (the QI’s total 
commitment minus contributions 
already made).

The number of Units to be transferred 
to the accounts of QIs according to each 
of their capital payments is calculated 
by	dividing	the	Total	Fund	Value	(as	
determined on the last valuation date) 
by the number of all Units. If so required 
in the IC or IA, a special valuation report 
may be prepared in respect of a Private 
Equity Investment portfolio, prior to the 
capital commitment payments.

VII. Eligibility for 
QI Status
Units can only be sold to QIs. Any person 
who satisfies the “angel investor10” criteria 
or who owns at least TRY 1,000,000 worth 
of financial assets, including bank reserves 
and/or capital market instruments shall be 
regarded as a QI. 

The Central Registration Agency systems 
identify QIs and acknowledge that QIs are 
deemed to have accepted a lower level 
of protection as a result of their status, 
experience or special acknowledgement 
of the risks that they incur by investing 
in a lightly regulated fund vehicle by way 
of a declaration to be submitted to an 
intermediary institution.

VIII. Investment 
Restrictions
PEIFs cannot engage in any activity other 
than Private Equity Investments and Other 
Allowable Investments. 

Moreover,	at	least	80%	of	the	Total	Fund	
Value	(Private	Equity	Investments	+	
Other	Allowed	Investments	+	Receivables	
– liabilities) of a PEIF (based on the 
Total	Value	Table	as	of	the	end	of	the	
accounting period) should consist of 
Private Equity Investments. This ratio 
is	reduced	to	51%,	where,	during	an	
accounting period, direct investments in 
qualifying target companies which fall 
under	the	definition	of	SMEs,	exceed	10%	
of	the	Total	Fund	Value	of	a	PEIF.

9 With respect to payment principles of capital 
commitments a-n IA must be made among the PEIF 
and QIs. The payment plan, measures to be taken in 
the event of breach of commitments as well as lower 
and upper limits of capital commitments should be 
included in the IA.

10 Under Article 5 of the Regulation on Regarding 
Individual Participation Investments published 
in the Official Gazette dated 15 February 2014 
(no. 28560), an “Angel Investor (Individual 
Participation Investor)” is a person who holds an 
Individual Participation Investor (IPI) License 
issued by the Turkish Treasury. An IPI License 
may	be	issued	to;	

 1- Investors who have high income or wealth;

	 •	Investors	whose	annual	income	is	at	least	TRY	
200,000 within the last two fiscal years before 
obtaining the license or,

	 •	Investors,	whose	total	amount	of	personal	
wealth including every type of movable and 
immovable assets is at least TRY 1.000.000.

However, the following assets are excluded from the 
calculation of the value of personal wealth;

	 •	A	Person’s	residence	or	house	which	is	
habitually resided in or acquired with a 
mortgage;

	 •	Rights	arising	out	of	insurance	contracts,	and;

	 •	Pension	rights	and	life	insurance	payments.

 2- Investors who have experience are defined as 
follows;

	 •	An	investors	who	has	at	least	two	years	
experience as a fund manager in a financial 
institution, as a manager and/or similar in the 
SME finance department of a financial institution 
or	private	venture	company;

	 •	Investors	who	work	as	at	least	a	deputy	general	
manager the equivalent or in a higher position 
in a company with an annual turnover of at least 
TRY 50,000,000 within the five years prior to 
obtaining	the	license;	and

	 •	Investors	who	have	been	members	of	a	business	
angels authorized network for two years prior 
to obtaining a license and who have been 
shareholders in non-public companies as angel 
investors for three years.
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Aggregate amount of capital commitments 
should at least be TRY 5 Million, to be paid 
within 1 year and invested in Private Equity 
Investments within 1 year
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a. Private Equity 
Investments
Private Equity Investments (qualifying 
targets) are broadly defined as investments 
(equity or debt) in Turkish companies that 
have the potential for growth and require 
(financial, technical or management) 
resources11. There is no limitation or 
restriction in terms of the scope of the 
business activity of target companies that 
qualify as Private Equity Investments. 
The core business of the target companies 
may be trade, manufacture, agriculture 
activities or services. Target companies 
need not necessarily be start-up companies 
or small-medium size companies (SMEs). 
They can operate in any kind of industry 
(telecommunication, energy, utilities and 
mining, finance, retail, healthcare and 
pharmaceuticals, entertainment, food 
and beverage, etc.). Target companies 
may	be	incorporated	in	any	form,	joint	
stock companies or limited companies. 
However, limited companies must convert 
to	joint	stock	form	within	a	year	following	
PEIF investment. Investments in foreign 
companies do not qualify as Private Equity 
Investments.

Equity investments can be made either in 
the capacity of a founder or through the 
acquisition of shares of an existing qualifying 
target company. Equity investments can be 
made directly or indirectly through Turkish 
SPVs	(special	purpose	companies	established	
in	Turkey	in	the	form	of	joint	stock	companies	
whose fields of activity, as determined in their 
articles of association, are exclusively limited 
to investing in qualifying target companies), 
Turkish	PEICs,	other	Turkish	PEIFs	or	subject	
to certain conditions (e.g., the risk is limited 
to the capital investment therein) through 
foreign collective investment schemes (e.g., 
funds, trusts). However, although permissible, 
equity investments in publicly traded shares of 
qualifying target companies are not considered 
Private Equity Investments, rather they are 
classified as Other Allowable Investments. 
However, equity investments in private (non-
trading) shares of qualifying public target 
companies are considered Private Equity 
Investments.

PEIFs can also provide debt financing to 
qualifying target companies, by investing in 
their bonds or they can provide mezzanine 
financing (bridge financing structured as a 
mix of debt and capital) to qualifying target 
companies.

b. Other Allowed Investments
Apart from Private Equity Investments, PEIFs 
are permitted to invest only in the below (Other 
Allowable Investments): 

•	 Shares	of	Joint	Stock	Companies	registered	
in Turkey,

•	 Public	and/or	private	debt	instruments,

•	 Foreign	public	and/or	private	debt	
instruments and shares of foreign 
companies as long as the requirements of 
the foreign exchange law are met,

•	 Bank	deposits	with	terms	and	participation	
bank account deposits, 

•	 Investment	Funds,	

•	 Repo	and	reverse	repo	transactions,

•	 Warranties	and	certificates,

•	 Lease	certificates	and	real	estate	certificates,

•	 Settlement	and	Custody	Bank	money	market	
transactions,

•	 Cash	collaterals	for	derivative	market	
instruments and premiums,

•	 Foreign	special	purpose	investment	
instruments to be approved by the CMB, and

•	 Other	investment	instruments	to	be	
approved by the CMB.
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d. Non-permissible 
investments
PEIFs are forbidden from engaging in the 
following activities:

•	 investment	in	gold,	other	precious	
metals, commodities or derivatives 
where such assets are the underlying 
value;

•	 short	sales;

•	 borrowing	securities	or	borrowing	to	
invest	in	securities;	and

•	 derivative	transactions,	except	for	
hedging their currency, interest rate 
and market risks (if such is specifically 
permitted in their Prospectus) and open 
position stemming from derivatives and 
such	activities	cannot	exceed	20%	of	
the	Total	Value	of	the	Fund.

e. Limitations on the use of 
Leverage
PEIFs can receive credit in order to meet 
the fund needs for their activities or to 
bear the expenses of portfolios. The total 
amount	of	those	credits	cannot	exceed	50%	
of the total value of the PEIF. Where a PEIF 
receives credit, the founder should notify 
the CMB and investors (Unit-holders), 
disclosing all information, such as amounts 
of loan and interest and, credit receipt 
and reimbursement date, within 30 days 
following the end of the fiscal year.

c. Breach of the 80% rule 
and its rehabilitation
If at the end of an accounting period, 
incidentally (e.g., due to redemption of 
the fund Units, dividend receipts from 
qualifying target companies, or increase in 
the value of Other Allowed Investments) 
less	than	80%	of	the	Total	Fund	Value	of	a	
PEIF consists of Private Equity Investments, 
an application can be made to the CMB 
to request a one (1) year grace period to 
rehabilitate the ratio. If the ratio cannot be 
rehabilitated at the end of such one year 
grace period, the PEIF should terminate its 
investment activities and deregister with 
the Trade Registry office within two years.

If	the	reason	the	Total	Fund	Value	
amounts	to	less	than	80%	at	the	end	of	an	
accounting period is because of a full exit 
from investments or the bankruptcy of the 
companies invested in, an application can 
be made to the CMB requesting a two (2) 
year grace period to rehabilitate the ratio. 
The CMB has discretion to evaluate such 
requests. If the ratio cannot be rehabilitated 
at the end of such two year grace period, 
the PEIF should terminate its investment 
activities and deregister with the Trade 
Registry office within two years. However, 
the right to file such request can only be 
exercised once in any five year period 
(including the year such minimum ratio 
requirement fails to be met).

PEIFs can use up to 50% 
of their total value as 
leverage.

11 Private Equity Investments should be made based 
on shareholders agreements (SHA) to be signed 
by the PEIF and the main shareholders of the 
target companies. The SHA should regulate the 
rights, duties and obligations of the PEIF and 
main shareholders, exit strategies, pre-emption 
right, collaborative liquidation, participation in 
liquidation, and dividend distribution policies.
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IX. Dividend 
Distributions
PEIFs may distribute dividends as 
determined in their ICs. Thus, it is possible 
in a Turkish PEIF to set out a distribution 
waterfall which provides that the proceeds 
from investments are paid in order of 
tiered priority. Although certain common 
approaches prevail in international 
market practice, Turkish rules remain 
flexible in order to allow for negotiation 
on the layering of waterfall tiers and the 
apportionment of distributions among 
them, which must reflect the agreed-on 
economics and have the potential to lead to 
wide variety of options. Accordingly, within 
the Prospectus, IC and IA, the waterfall 
distribution can be designed based on 
specific needs. 

In this context:

•	 All	capital contributed for a particular 
investment can be returned to the QIs 
who provided it prior to any other 
distributions made from the proceeds 
of that investment. This tranche can 
be expanded to require a return of the 
portion of unrelated investments that 
have been permanently written down, 
all unreturned invested capital in 
previously realized investments, and all 
unreturned contributed capital.

•	 Following	a	return	of	capital	
contributions, in order to guarantee 
investors a minimum return on their 
invested capital before profits are shared 
with the Founder and/or the manager, 
a preferred return commonly known as 
a hurdle on the capital contributions (at 
rates that can freely be determined) can 
be distributed. 

•	 It	is	possible	to	grant	an	entitlement	
to the Founder and/or the manager 
for profit participation (also known as 
carried interest, carry or a success fee) 
and catch-up tranche for, inter alia, a set 
percentage of profits. In this context, a 
Performance Fee - based on (i) dividend 
and/or interest receipts from Private 
Equity Investments or (ii) capital 
gains upon exit from Private Equity 
Investments - can be paid by the PEIF 
in the form of dividends to a privileged 
unit-holding Founder and/or the 
manager. The percentage, timing and 
calculation methodology of the carried 
interest and catch-up distribution must 
be set out in the Prospectus and IC. The 
regulations do not impose any specific 
methodology e.g., deal-by deal carry 
(American style), deal-by-deal carry 
with loss carry forward (Clawback), or 
back-end loaded carry (European style) 
for calculating the carried interest.

•	 It	is	possible	to	arrange	the	distribution	
waterfall splits over the residual profits 
in accordance with the rates determined 
in the Prospectus and IC.

Distribution waterfall 
can freely be determined
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X. Protection of 
Fund Assets
Assets of PEIFs:

•	 are	separate	from	the	assets	of	their	
Founder, Custodian and/or Portfolio 
Manager;

•	 cannot	be	pledged	or	otherwise	used	
as collateral for any reason, other 
than making borrowings or hedging 
transactions for the account of the fund 
(to the extent based on the Internal 
Circular and the Issuance Document, 
borrowing/hedging on behalf of the 
fund	is	allowed);	and

•	 cannot	be	disposed	of,	confiscated,	be	
the	subject	of	an	interim	injunction	or	
included in bankruptcy estate for any 
other purpose, including collection 
of public debts even upon transfer of 
management or supervision of the 
principal and the custodian to public 
authorities.

XI. Custodian
Assets of the PEIF should be monitored 
in accordance with provisions of the 
Communiqué on Custodianship of 
Portfolios. Documents, records and 
information of both a tangible and 
intangible nature shall be maintained by 
the portfolio custodian. In the framework of 
the Agreement of Safekeeping, all necessary 
information shall be communicated to the 
Portfolio Custodian within 10 days following 
investment. The custodian shall maintain 
the information, belongings, documents 
and records of the assets in the portfolio of 
a PEIF which cannot be kept physically or in 
dematerialized form.

XII. Supervision of 
PEIFs
All accounts and operations of the Founder 
in	relation	to	PEIFs	are	subject	to	the	
supervision of the CMB. In addition, 
whenever deemed necessary, the CMB 
may request information, irrespective 
of reporting dates as determined by the 
Communiqué.

XIII. Reporting and 
Disclosure
a. Periodic Reports

PEIFs must prepare their periodic reports 
and financial statements and send them to 
the CMB and investors in accordance with 
the rules on financial reporting concerning 
securities mutual funds.

Accordingly, PEIFs shall prepare the 
following financial statements, liability 
statements and portfolio reports (price 
report and portfolio distribution report):

•	 Financial	statements	should	be	
prepared on an annual and interim 
basis12,

•	 Valuation	reports	(must	be	attached	to	
financial statements)

•	 Price	reports	should	be	prepared	on	a	
quarterly basis13, and 

•	 Portfolio	reports	should	be	prepared	
monthly.

b. Disclosure of Private 
Equity Investments

Contracts regarding Private Equity 
Investments, share transfer agreements, 
copies of stock ledgers of invested 
companies, articles of association or 
prospectuses as well as other documents 
regarding organizations established abroad 
for the purpose of collective investment 
shall be submitted to the CMB within 15 
business days following the investment. 

The CMB may request information and 
documents regarding Private Equity 
Investments from the Founder and/or 
the manager, and the custodian, at its 
discretion and at any time.

The Founder and the manager shall also 
inform the shareholders of information 
related to Private Equity Investments 
within 15 days after the investment has 
been carried out.

12 PEIFs are exempt from disclosing financial 
statements to the public. Financial reports should 
be sent to the CMB within 60 days following the 
end of the accounting term, and sent to investors 
within 10 days.

13 Price reports should be sent to the CMB within 10 
days from the last day of each quarter.
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XIV. Termination 
and Liquidation
PEIFs terminate on the date specified in 
the Prospectus. However, the founder 
may apply to the CMB for an extension, 
provided there is a relevant provision in the 
prospectus.

XV. CMB Fee
PEIFs make quarterly Regulatory Fee 
payments to the CMB. The fee amount is 
0.005%	of	a	fund’s	Total	Asset	Value,	which	
shall be calculated by the Founder as of the 
last working day of each quarter and shall 
be approved by the custodian. The founder 
shall make the fee payment and submit 
payment receipts as well as fee calculation 
tables to the CMB within ten days after each 
quarter.

XVI. Taxation of 
PEIFs
The income of a Turkish PEIF is fully 
exempt from corporate tax. Moreover, the 
corporate tax exempt income of a PEIF 
is	subject	to	0%	withholding	tax.	There	
is no further withholding taxation upon 
dividend distributions/redemptions to/by 
QIs of PEIFs.

PEIFs are exempt from 
corporate tax
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Distributions from PEIFs are subject to 0% 
withholding tax
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XVII. Taxation of 
PEIF Investors
For Turkish tax purposes, cash dividend 
receipts (e.g., periodic) from PEIFs and 
cash proceeds from returning Units to the 
Founder (redemption), have the same 
characteristics. Therefore, in our view, 
income generated by PEIF investors in 
either way, should be treated as “dividend 
income”. 

Individual Investors

For resident individual QIs, half of their 
gross dividend amounts from PEIFs are 
exempt from income tax. If the remaining 
amount exceeds a threshold (TRY 27,000 for 
2014), such amount should be declared with 
the annual income tax return. Furthermore, 
Private Equity Reserves (explained below) 
can be deducted from annual income 
declared on the annual tax return up to 
10%	of	the	income	declared	during	the	
calculation of the income tax base.

For	non-resident	individual	QIs,	0%	
withholding tax on distributions from 
PEIFs is the final taxation and non-resident 
individual investors are not required to 
make any filing.

Corporate Investors

For resident corporate QIs (including non-
resident corporate taxpayers that have a 
permanent establishment, such as a branch 
office in Turkey), dividends from PEIFs 
are exempt from corporate tax. In other 
words, corporate QIs will benefit from 
the participation exemption with respect 
to their investment incomes from Turkish 
PEIFs.

For	non-resident	corporate	QIs,	0%	
withholding tax on distributions from PEIFs 
is the final taxation and the non-resident 
individual investors are not required to 
make any filing.

Tax Subsidy - Private Equity Reserves

There is a special tax subsidy provided for 
investors in a Turkish PEIF.

Under Law No:6322, individual and 
corporate tax payers (including non-
resident corporate taxpayers that have a 
permanent establishment, such as a branch 
office in Turkey) are allowed to reserve a 
special fund, the Private Equity Reserve 
(PER), from their annual income to be 
invested	in	Turkish	PEIFs,	up	to	10%	of	their	
annual taxable income or the corporate tax 

base	of	the	relevant	year	and	20%	of	their	
equity. The PERs can be deducted from the 
corporate or income tax base as long as 
such capital investment is actually made 
in a PEIF by the end of the year in which 
such PER is reserved. The PER cannot be 
used for any other purpose, withdrawn, 
distributed to shareholders or repatriated. 
Moreover, in case the units in a PEIF are 
disposed of, such amount should be re-
invested within six months following such 
disposal. Otherwise, taxes will become 
due at the end of the six-month period 
following the disposal.

XVIII. Other 
incentives for PEIFs 
investing in start-
ups
The Directorate of Technology and 
Innovation Funding Programs of The 
Scientific and Technological Research 
Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) provides 
grants to PEIFs which invest, or intend to 
invest, in start-ups (or potential start-ups in 
need of seed capital) in order to assist them 
with technologically intensive research 
and development and, production and 
commercialization activities through the 
1514 - Private Equity Funding Program. 
This program aims to provide grants to 
PEIFs focusing on early (seed and startup) 
or development stage equity investments in 
innovative SMEs which have the potential 
to develop innovative products, services 
and/or production processes. 

TUBITAK may grant up to a maximum of 
fifteen (15) million TRY to each PEIF. In 
order to qualify for such grant: the fund 
size should at least be twenty (20) million 
TRY, the QI’s capital commitment should 
amount	to	at	least	79%	of	the	fund’s	total	
size and the Founder’s (or PMC/PEPMC) 
capital commitment should amount to at 
least	1%	of	the	fund’s	total	size.	

TUBITAK’s grants shall not be provided 
prior to payment by all other investors 
in the PEIF of their committed capital to 
the	PEIF.	No	more	than	20%	of	the	PEIF	
should be allocated to any single Private 
Equity Investment target company, and no 
more than one TUBITAK-supported PEIF 
shall be invested in the same company. 
Following receipt of an application file and 
supporting documents, TUBITAK processes 
applications on a call basis.

QIs may enjoy tax 
subsidies for their 
investments in PEIFs

Income received from 
PEIFs are exempt in the 
hands of corporate QIs
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